
The President's Corner. . .

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN CLINICAL TRIALS:
THE FIRST REPORT CARD

This is the timeof year that parents look forward to and kids dread; it is reportcard time, when
we get to assess how our children are coping in the real world. As one of the parentsof CCOP, it
is timefor ACCC to take a first look at the performance of its offspring now that the second round
of programs have been funded.

At the outset it is important to note that, like mostparents, we had high expectations for the
program and its potential benefits to the National CancerProgram. We hopedto changethe per
vasive attitude at NCI and the cooperative groups that practicing oncologists were academically and
scientifically illiterate -- incapable of adequate care or recordkeeping and uninterested in clinical
research. We hoped to bringoncology to the attention of our hospital administrators, to get addi
tional resources, and to bring moreprestige to our institution and staff. We hoped to helpour-
selves -- filling our own individual need to contribute to curing this dread disease and to helpbring
a better futurefor our patients.

We hoped for an A+ experience, but we are oncologists and naturally optimistic!
At the outset, it maybe important to say the CCOPpasses. The grade is not what we expected, but the effort has beenenor

mousand the results are by no means modest Indeed, when ACCC started pressuring NCI to consider this kind of prograrn,per
haps five percent of all patients entered on formal NCI clinical trialswereaccessioned by community oncologists. Now the num
ber is 60 percent! What a remarkable change. If only the rest of this child's potential couldbe tapped!

Let's lookat usual reportcard categories: goodwork habits, knows subject, does homework, works with peers, and the three
R's: reading, writing, and arithmetic. And, let's not forget that in thesemodem times, we need to evaluate the teachers as well as
the taught

Goodwork habits: Charles Coltman, M.D.,Chairman of the Southwest Oncology Group forced CCOPs to meet the same
standards as othergroupmembers. Indeed, Coltman reported recently that he expected his university institutions to live up to the
standards set by many of his CCOPs. Sounds like this area is an A+.

Knows subject: The various cooperative groups treat theircommunity participants in significantly different ways. Talking
withCCOPinvestigators, one gets the impression thatNCCTG, SWOG, and NSABP welcome, encourage, and even require in
volvement by community investigators in the science side of the groups. When this is done, just like with normal teacher-student
relationships, you see the CCOPinvestigators living up (or down) to expectations established for their performance. Threegroups
A, most of the rest C+.

Doeshomework: Well sometimes. One way to evaluate this is the number of existing programs that were refunded in the
second round, and the number of dropouts. It is important to note that the second round was tougher than the first round...because
you had to show the reviewers your trackrecord. About two-thirds of the initial class made it back, whileonly 10 to 12 percent of
the largenew groupof competitors made the cut. There is some controversy about the review and at leastone cooperative group
chairman, who shouldknow, says that some damn fine programs got "screwed" in the review. Thus, it sounds like many commu
nityprograms that initially received awards wereable to perform well when measured against the standards of the Ncr and peer
reviewers.

But, thereare a number of waysof looking at this question. NCI wantsto know why CCOPs are not putting morepatients
on trial. Quoting the infamous (and inadequate) patientlog,NCI notes that many moreeligible patients were ignored than put on
trial. Of course, nobody mentions that mostCCOPdata managers could not handle an additional load even if thesepatients did
match the criteriafor real trials.

Another way to lookat this question is whether the CCOPreally helped galvanize the program at home. My assessment is
that it did not, although it could,and this represents a "lostopportunity." Mostcitizens and patients do not realize that CCOP
programs exist or bring thembenefits because we do not advertise the advantage. If resources increased to support the cancerpro
gram, it was not from CCOP funding or presence, which in fact is a tremendous drainon personnel resources to keep up with the
amazing quantity of federal bureaucratic entanglements. Where extra resources have emerged, they surfaced as a consequence
of competition.

So for homework, the score should be: Performance: A-, Potential Performance: B+, Program Builder: C.
Continued on page 6
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Works with peers: In some places we have been able to use CCOP as a way to get
to some folks. Still, in most communities, it is only a few oncologists who put on the
majority of patients. The "bandwagon" oncologist, who reads the latest journalsbut
skips the methodology sections, still tends to ignoreclinical trials participation. He
cites a "newer" technology that will be abandoned next week when anotherjournal re
ports anotherbreakthrough.

There is also the "over-the-hill" oncologist who is burnt out and feels that "nothing
works" and the "gameof chance" oncologist who uses the last approach that someone,
by chance,discussed with him. Participation in CCOP did not change their habits, even
though we optimists thought it would.

Of course, thereare a few who were affectedand converts made among heathen
referring physicians. But overall,one cannot say the program has done much to im
prove attitudes. Grade: 0+.

The threeR's: Readingand writing by community oncologyparticipants has in
creased. CCOP investigators and staff do get a chance to look at the science of groups
much more frequently. But, the real readingand writing load comes with all the bu
reaucratic paperwork: the annual reports, the budget renewals and negotiations, the
grant writing. Ugh!

And arithmetic! For the most part, CCOPs appear to be lower in unit cost than their
university colleagues, but NCI clearlyexpects us to pick up part of the tab with hospital
and physician resources. This is increasingly difficult in these tight economic times!
So we get lots of practice at the threeR's, but not much of value is produced.
Grade: Co.

The faculty: Some good, some bad, some awful. The cooperative groups, like
teachers, vary from open and progressive to stodgy and frumpy. Student response has
been proportionate. .

The administration: NCI leadership has displayedcharacteristic disorderly be
havior. It has varied from the strong supportby the (now absent) Bob Frelick,M.D., to
the unrealistic gearingof the secondround of competition towardcancer control clinical
trials,which are then left unfunded, unapproved, and unloved by NCI staff. C+ for the
cooperative groups. 0- for NCI.

OverallCCOP gets a B- as an experience. Good, but room for improvement.

Robert E. Enck, M.D.
President
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